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Abstract—Multijunction solar cells (MJCs) based on III-V 
semiconductors constitute the state-of-the-art approach for high-
efficiency solar energy conversion. These devices, consisting of a 
stack of various solar cells, are interconnected by tunnel diodes. 
Reliable simulations of the tunnel diode behavior are still a 
challenge for solar cell applications. In this paper, a complete 
description of the model implemented in Silvaco ATLAS is shown, 
demonstrating the importance of local and nonlocal trap-assisted 
tunneling. We also explain how the measured doping profile and 
the metalization-induced series resistance influence the behavior 
of the tunnel diodes. Finally, we detail the different components 
of the series resistance and show that this can help extract the 
experimental voltage drop experienced by an MJC due to the 
tunnel junction. The value of this intrinsic voltage is important 
for achieving high efficiencies at concentrations near 1000 suns. 
Index Terms—III-V semiconductors, simulation, solar cell, tun-
nel diode. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
T UNNELING through a highly doped p-n junction is a phenomenon tightly related to quantum theory. Quan-
tum theory allows that a carrier with low energy has a finite 
probability of jumping to the other side of an energy barrier 
without increasing its energy. The carrier does not go over 
the barrier, which would require energy absorption; rather, it 
passes through the energy barrier (tunnels) and retains its orig-
inal energy. This is a phenomenon with many applications in 
electronic devices [1]. Solar cell research has gained increasing 
attention in recent years. In monolithically grown multijunction 
solar cells (MJCs), the individual subcells are interconnected 
via tunnel diodes. They must have both a low series resistance 
to minimize the voltage drop between subcells and a high 
optical transmissivity to minimize the current losses resulting 
from light absorption inside the tunnel junction layers. 
Since the 1960s, when solar cell concepts were first de-
veloped in earnest, new structural and material research has 
emerged, leading toward higher efficiency devices. Among 
high-efficiency concepts, MJCs have overcome the 40% effi-
ciency barrier, setting records of up to 41.1% [2] at 454 suns 
using triple-junction devices and achieving yields of 32.6% 
efficiency at 1000 suns using dual-junction devices [3]. When 
deployed with solar concentrator systems, these devices have 
become true contenders in the marketplace. The high efficien-
cies achieved by these devices arise from complexities that 
make experimental optimization complicated, time consuming, 
and expensive. Numerical modeling, therefore, is a valuable 
tool for automating solar cell design and optimization, decreas-
ing costs and development time. Some reliable modeling results 
have been already obtained for III-V single-junction solar cells 
using commercially available semiconductor simulation tools 
[4]-[6]. To do the same for MJCs, a suitable model for the 
tunnel diode is necessary. 
Efforts have been made to model tunnel junctions using 
classic models developed by Hurkx et al. [7], Klaassen, or Kane 
[8] without success [9]. These models are local models and 
have been developed for tunneling processes at gate interfaces 
in MOS transistors. The assumptions may not be applicable to 
tunnel diodes within MJCs. Tunneling is nonlocal in MJCs, 
as demonstrated in [10], in contrast to local tunneling at gate 
interfaces in MOS transistors. 
Development of an appropriate tunnel diode model has not 
yet been achieved for use in simulations of MJCs. Reliable 
and realistic simulations can only be obtained by integrating 
accurate models for the tunnel diode behavior inside solar cells 
[10]. This kind of study has been already realized in [10] with 
satisfactory results; however, some mismatches appear in the 
valley region of the tunnel diode J-V curve as the model does 
not include nonlocal trap-assisted tunneling (TAT). Therefore, 
in this paper, we analyze the model implemented in Silvaco 
ATLAS [11] and describe its behavior when modeling tunnel 
diodes alone, as well as inserted into more complex structures. 
Particular emphasis is placed on the local and nonlocal TAT 
effects to show that these models are fundamental to reproduce 
the behavior of tunnel diodes over the whole voltage range, 
as it can be observed in [12], where adequate optimization 
methods, including the tunnel junction model presented in-
here, revealed new paths for MJC efficiency improvement. The 
tunneling models are here verified by comparing experimental 
measurements with simulations, accounting for the real doping 
profile. Finally, we focus on the tunnel diode behavior inside 
a solar cell. We describe how the models can help extract the 
series resistance effects due to the tunnel junction from the 
series resistance effects inherent to the semiconductor structure. 
II. TUNNELING EFFECT 
A. Model Description 
A p-n junction is usually built using lightly doped materials 
with a low concentration of impurities; notwithstanding, in 
1958, the Japanese scientist Leo Esaki created a p-n junction 
using highly doped semiconductors with an impurity concen-
tration of 1 x 1019 cirr3 , which caused them to degenerate. 
The new junctions showed a region of differential negative 
resistance that had not been seen before in any other device 
[13]. When a sufficiently high electric field exists within a p-n 
junction, local bands may bend sufficiently to allow electrons to 
tunnel by internal field emission from the valence band into the 
conduction band; the symmetric behavior occurs for holes. An 
additional electron, therefore, transfers to the conduction band, 
and a hole transfers to the valence band. Local band-to-band 
tunneling models can be employed to reproduce the behavior 
of such devices. These models, when implemented inside a 
technology computer-aided design (TCAD) environment, use 
the electric field value at each node1 along the junction to give 
a generation rate at that point due to tunneling. In reality, the 
tunneling process is nonlocal, and it is necessary to account for 
the spatial profile of the energy bands. This is why local models, 
such as those presented by Hurkx, Klaassen, or Kane, do not 
work properly and cannot correctly reproduce the characteris-
tics of these devices near a zero voltage bias, as explained in 
[10]. It is also necessary to account for the spatial separation of 
the electrons generated in the conduction band from the holes 
generated in the valence band. A model for this process has 
been created for Silvaco ATLAS software. The model assumes 
that tunneling is 1-D in nature, so that it can be calculated using 
a special rectangular mesh of nanometer size superimposed 
over and coupled to the ATLAS regular mesh. At moderate 
doping levels, a tunneling effect can be seen under reverse-
biased conditions, but if the junction doping levels are high 
enough, the tunneling effect can also appear under forward-
biased conditions. If only elastic scattering mechanisms are 
considered, electrons from anywhere in the permitted energy 
range, constituted by the depletion region, can tunnel from the 
valence band to the conduction band. ATLAS considers each 
energy in the allowed range and determines the beginning and 
ending spatial positions, i.e., xbeg and xend , respectively, for 
tunneling at each energy E. The contribution to the tunneling 
current, for an electron in the energy range from E — AE/2 
to E + AE/2 (where AE is a small energy increment) is 
therefore [11] 
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where T(E) is the tunneling probability; T is the temperature; 
k is the Boltzmann's constant; q is the electron charge; h is the 
'When simulating in a TCAD environment, the device is separated into 
indivisible elements, squares or triangles, to constitute a mesh. A node is a 
point at which more than two of these elements are in contact. 
reduced Planck's constant; EFl and E^ are the Fermi levels on 
the left and right sides of the tunnel junction, respectively, for 
holes or electrons (indicated by the superindex); and 
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where me and mh are the effective masses for electrons and 
holes, respectively, and m0 is the free-electron rest mass. 
The contribution to the tunneling current is calculated and 
coupled into the mesh at xbeg and xe n d . This is repeated 
over the whole range of allowed tunneling energies. There-
fore, the tunneling model modifies the continuity equations 
with generation terms (reverse bias) or recombination terms 
(forward bias). The tunneling probability is calculated using 
a Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) two-band approximation 
[14]—[16] for the evanescent wave vector 
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and Ec and Ev are the conduction and valence band energies, 
respectively. 
This formulation ensures that the tunneling is electron like 
near the conduction band, hole like near the valence band, 
and mixed at energies near the middle of the energy gap. 
Direct quantum tunneling simulations often use a transmission 
matrix method to calculate the tunneling probability; however, 
in the case of band-to-band tunneling, a carefully applied WKB 
method, such as the one shown in this paper, is found to 
give equivalent results when used to calculate T{E) and is 
computationally more efficient [11]. 
B. Trap Effects in Tunnel Diodes 
During the growth process of semiconductor devices, it 
is not rare to involuntarily create a deep level inside the 
band gap. Such levels, due to defects and traps, influence the 
generation-recombination mechanisms. Although these effects 
are generally not dominant in regular p-n junctions, in tunnel 
diodes, they can strongly modify the characteristics of the 
device. At high electric fields, local TAT is dominant and can 
affect the peak current value. As the electric field decreases, 
nonlocal TAT increasingly modifies the negative resistance and 
valley regions of the tunnel diode. 
To reliably simulate tunnel diodes, it is important to in-
corporate a complete model for both local and nonlocal TAT, 
particularly when the model is intended to be used in MJC 
simulations. Indeed, MJCs are used under an optical concen-
trator, which implies a nonuniform distribution of light over 
the device surface. In this case, the light distribution can lead 
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Fig. 1. Band diagram explaining local and nonlocal TAT. 
to localized currents that are higher than the peak current 
supported by the tunnel diodes. This situation highlights the 
importance of reproducing the behavior of tunnel diodes over 
the whole voltage range, including the valley region, because 
local parts of these devices may potentially work in this 
regime. 
1) Local TAT: TAT models describe the trap-to-band 
phonon-assisted tunneling effects resulting from deep-level 
traps inside the band gap, as shown in Fig. 1. At high electric 
fields, the tunneling of electrons from the valence band to 
the conduction band through trap or defect states can have an 
important effect on the current. TAT is modeled by including 
appropriate enhancement factors (T° I R A G and T° I R A C) in the 
trap lifetimes given in (7) and (8). These enhancement factors 
modify the lifetimes so that they include the effects of phonon-
assisted tunneling on the emission of electrons and holes from 
a trap. 
For donor-like traps, the recombination term for traps be-
comes (7), shown at the bottom of the page, where T„ is the 
electron lifetime; gD is the degeneracy factor; TL is the lattice 
temperature; n¡e is the intrinsic carrier concentration; n and p 
are the electron and hole concentrations, respectively; and Et 
is the trap energy level. The recombination term for acceptor-
like traps becomes (8), shown at the bottom of the page, The 
field-effect enhancement factor for electrons is given by 
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and the field-effect enhancement factor for holes is given by 
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where u is the integration variable, AEn is the energy range in 
which tunneling can occur for electrons, AEP is the tunneling 
energy range for holes, and Kn and Kp are defined as 
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where \E\is the absolute value of the electric field, and m t r a p s 
is the effective mass used in local TAT. Local TAT can be tuned 
to reproduce the behavior of specific traps by specifying m trapS. 
The approximations made to evaluate the field enhancement 
factors T° I R A G and T° I R A G for local TAT result in an inability 
to account for the nonlocal TAT effects. However, a more 
accurate version of this model, i.e., the nonlocal TAT model, 
can reproduce both local and nonlocal TAT. 
2) Nonlocal TAT: The TAT model explained above uses 
approximated field-effect enhancement factors. They are eval-
uated using an estimate for the tunneling probability. It is 
assumed that the tunneling probability at each point depends 
only on the local field strength and that the field is constant 
over the spatial range in which tunneling is allowed. This 
gives Airy function solutions for the tunneling probabilities. 
A further approximation is also made by replacing the Airy 
function with the leading term of its high-field asymptotic 
behavior. The integration over allowed tunneling energies is 
also approximated. A more accurate expression for the field-
effect enhancement factor is 
AE„ 
^DIRAC 1 
kT 
„E/kT Ttraps(E)dE (13) 
where Ttraps(i?) is the probability that an electron with energy 
E elastically tunnels into the conduction band from the trap 
position. The exponential term gives the probability that the 
electron will gain energy from phonon interactions before 
tunneling. In (13), the energy reference is the conduction 
band edge and is the maximum energy for which tunneling is 
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Fig. 2. Simulated tunnel diode J-V curves with the (solid line) nonlocal 
tunneling model, (circles) nonlocal tunneling model with local TAT, and 
(triangles) nonlocal tunneling model with nonlocal TAT. 
possible; or it is the trap level, if its value is lower than this 
maximum. There is a similar expression for holes. This precise 
model is able to handle the TAT effects when they locally occur 
(local TAT), without spatial carrier transport, and nonlocally 
(nonlocal TAT), with spatial carrier transport. 
The tunneling probability Ttiaps(E) is evaluated using a 
WKB method. The integral in (13) is numerically evaluated 
to give the terms r^ I R A G and T^ I R A G . These terms are then 
used in (7) and (8). The values for the wave vectors used 
in the tunneling probability calculation are evaluated using 
the density-of-states effective mass. It should be noted that 
the effective mass is assumed to be constant throughout the 
tunneling process. 
III. TUNNEL DIODE SIMULATION 
A. Semiconductor Structure and Model Influence 
To test the models presented above, simulations must be 
carried out. The first step is to identify the best tunnel diode 
model that allows agreement between simulation and experi-
mental data. Indeed, a real tunnel diode consists of more than 
just a highly doped p-n junction [17]. As previously shown, 
when simulating GalnP solar cells [5], the layers surrounding 
the active layers can modify the results. The importance of this 
effect should be determined, along with identification of the 
dominant effects included in the model, to properly reproduce 
the behavior of a tunnel diode. 
1) Model Influence: The first simulation run was carried 
out using a GaAs p++(5 x 1019 cirr3)/n++(3 x 1019 cirr3) 
tunnel diode to characterize the J-V curves under each model. 
All model parameters were set to the default values; the goal of 
these simulations was not to adjust the parameters and models 
but to provide evidence for the models' ranges of influence. 
Fig. 2 represents the simulated tunnel diode J-V curve with 
the nonlocal tunneling model, the nonlocal tunneling model 
coupled with local TAT, and the nonlocal tunneling model 
coupled with nonlocal TAT. 
The results show that including TAT mechanisms in the 
tunnel diodes simulation strongly influences the peak current 
Jp, increasing it from 250 to 2080 A/cm2. This augmentation 
also leads to a major peak voltage Vp that shifts from 0.05 
to 0.12 V. Calculating the series resistance of these devices, 
the value of which decreases from 0.2 to 0.06 míí • cm2, we 
can deduce that the changes in Vp are due not only to an 
increased peak current value but also to TAT. Generally, traps 
are not desired in solar cells because they decrease the global 
efficiency by reducing the minority carrier lifetime and shunt 
resistance. However, a tunnel diode must act as a resistance 
with a very low resistivity. Therefore, traps become tunneling 
catalysts. Because local and nonlocal TAT models only differ in 
the calculation of rD I R A G , a comparison of the two simulation 
results shows that the local model's approximation is correct 
at high electric fields. The results show identical behavior in 
the first part of the J-V curve for the tunnel diode studied. In 
spite of this, the TAT models diverge at voltages above 0.8 V. 
Because of the model's approximations, the local TAT model 
does not consider tunneling at low electric fields and results in 
behavior that is identical to the simple nonlocal tunneling model 
without TAT. The nonlocal TAT model shows a very different 
behavior in the valley region. As mentioned, a nonuniform 
light distribution on the MJC during operation inside an optical 
concentrator can lead to localized currents that are higher than 
the peak current supported by the tunnel diodes. It is therefore 
important to reproduce the behavior of tunnel diodes over the 
whole voltage range, including the valley region, because local 
parts of these devices may potentially work in these regimes. 
These simulations suggest some clues to data fitting, particu-
larly concerning the presence of traps. As shown in Fig. 2, traps 
can assist the tunneling effect by both local and nonlocal TAT 
and strongly modify the behavior of the tunnel diode. 
2) Semiconductor Structure Influence: After analyzing the 
models' effects on tunnel diode behavior, we investigated the 
influence of the simulated device structure on the results. 
Tunnel diodes usually have barrier layers to prevent dopant 
diffusion [18], [19], cap layers, and a substrate that acts as 
a mechanical support [17]. The central processing unit time 
required to obtain a solution is proportional to Na, where N 
is the discretization used, and a varies from 2 to 3, depending 
on the complexity of the structure. Thus, the most time-efficient 
way to model a device is to simulate the regions of interest, 
allocating a fine discretization only in critical areas and a coarse 
discretization elsewhere. It is important first to quantify the 
effect of the layers that do not correspond to the active regions 
[5]. To address this point, three tunnel diodes were modeled: 
one included only the active layers; the second included the 
whole structure; and a third included the real doping profile 
of the active region inside the structure. The simulations were 
carried out with the nonlocal tunneling effect and local TAT. 
The goal was to principally focus on the first part of the J-V 
curve, the normal working region of the tunnel diode in an MJC. 
As shown earlier, the nonlocal TAT model only differs from the 
local TAT model at low electric fields (high voltage) and, thus, 
is useless for this test. 
Fig. 3 shows that the technological layers and the real doping 
profile affect the response of the tunnel diode. Introduction of 
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Fig. 4. Effect of the mtraps parameter on the J-V curve. The parameter is 
set to 0.25, 0.6, 1.0, and 1.133. 
Fig. 3. Tunnel diode J—V curves comparing the (solid line) active region 
simulation, (triangles) embedded diode, and (dashed line) embedded diode with 
a real secondary ion mass spectrometry profile. 
these technological layers (i.e., the barrier layers, substrate, and 
cap layer) slightly decreases the peak current density from 2080 
to 1720 A/cm2, with a corresponding increase in the tunnel 
diode series resistance, from 0.06 to 0.07 míí • cm2. The layers 
surrounding the tunnel diode impart recombination and current 
loss to the device. Moreover, it can be seen that these layers 
modify the threshold voltage of the diode from 1.15 to 1.3 V. 
In this case, this modification is not relevant because the tunnel 
diode is intended to work in the first part of its J-V curve, 
where it acts as a resistance. However, this change is important 
if we attempt to reproduce the behavior of this device in its 
entirety, rather than only where it is designed to work. 
Comparison of the complete tunnel diode with and with-
out the real doping profile demonstrates that the dopant pro-
file strongly influences the characteristics of the device. The 
peak current density increases from 1720 to 8250 A/cm2, 
and the peak voltage changes from 0.12 to 0.19 V, with a 
corresponding decrease in the series resistance from 0.07 to 
0.025 míí • cm2. The threshold voltage remains intact and 
confirms that it has a stronger dependence on the layers around 
the tunnel junction than on the real doping profile of the tunnel 
junction. These simulations demonstrate the importance of the 
technological layers and the doping profile for reproducing the 
J-V curves of the tunnel diode. As a result of these tests, we 
conclude than these two technological parameters of the device 
should be taken into account during the modeling of tunnel 
diodes. 
B. Effect of Trap Parameters 
The presence of trap levels inside the band gap affects the 
tunnel diode not only in the usual working region but also in 
the valley region. In this section, we will study the effects of the 
traps on the peak current in more detail and attempt to quantify 
them. The effect of the effective mass parameter m trapS on 
the tunnel diode J-V curve will be specifically examined. 
1.4 0.6 0.8 
Effective mass 
Fig. 5. Effect of the mtraps parameter on the peak current and on the series 
resistance. 
As we can see in (11) and (12), the field enhancement factor 
calculated for the local TAT model (and, thus, the peak current 
density) decreases with the square root of the effective mass. 
This parameter only affects the local TAT model because of the 
different approaches used to calculate r ° I R A G and T° I R A G in 
the local and nonlocal TAT models. Nevertheless, these models 
yield equivalent peak current densities Jp. 
In Fig. 4, the trap level is fixed to the midgap with a concen-
tration of 1.5 x 1014 cirr3 . Neither the trap concentration nor 
the trap level is discussed in this section; they will be analyzed 
later when comparing the simulation data and experimental 
results. Fig. 4 summarizes the J-V curves obtained when 
Straps is set to 0.25, 0.6, 1.0, and 1.133. Fig. 5 shows the 
variation of both Jp and the series resistance as a function of the 
effective mass in the trap level. Jp is observed to exponentially 
decrease, whereas the series resistance exponentially grows 
with the effective mass. Moreover, it should be noted that 
the peak current is more strongly affected by changes in the 
effective mass than by changes in the series resistance. More 
precisely, the peak current is affected first by an increase in the 
effective mass, then it exponentially decreases to a saturated 
state; the series resistance then responds as the current (but 
not the peak voltage) continues to decrease, leading to a fast 
diminution of the series resistance. 
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C. Series Resistance 
In this section, the effect of the series resistance on the J-V 
curve is studied. The effects of the series resistance have been 
previously studied [17] to show the effect of this component on 
the J-V curve. The series resistance has been introduced into 
simulations to fit experimental data [10] without determining 
the origin of the series resistance. A tunnel diode acts as a 
resistance near a zero bias voltage. This resistance can be 
regarded as two series-connected resistances: the tunnel diode 
component RTD, due to the tunnel junction, and the other 
semiconductor layers; and a contact resistance Rc, due to the 
metal, and the semiconductor/metal ohmic contact. Simulation 
of this effect on the tunnel diode characteristic should quantify 
the partitioning of the series resistance between the ohmic 
contacts and the inner tunnel diode. This partitioning must be 
accounted for when designing concentrator solar cells with high 
efficiencies at concentrations above 1000 suns. 
Simulations were carried out for several values of Rc, and the 
results are shown in Fig. 6. In this case, the ratraps parameter 
has been set to 1.133, leading to a global series resistance value 
of 2.6 x 10~4 Q • cm2 as it can been observed in Fig. 5. The 
choice for such a high value of the ratraps parameter has been 
made to make the tunnel diode highly resistive and to see the 
sensitivity of the global resistance to small variation of Rc. 
As expected, the value of Rc does not affect the peak current 
density Jp. Rc affects the slope of the voltage curve and 
translates the threshold voltage to higher values. An increase 
in Rc results in a decrease in the slope of the curve for voltages 
above the threshold voltage. The inner resistance RTB for this 
tunnel diode is 2.6 x 10~4 Q • cm2 in the voltage range 0-0.2 V 
(Jp = 210 A/cm2 at Vp = 0.056 V). As we separate the tunnel 
diode into two series-connected resistances (an inner resistance 
RTB and a contact resistance Rc), Ohm's law can be applied, 
giving 
Vp — RTBJP + RcJp-
Because Jp and RTB are constant with respect to Vp 
AVp = ARCJP 
(14) 
(15) 
Layer 
CAP 
Barrier 
TD 
TD 
Barrier 
Buffer 
Substrate 
TABLE I 
TUNNEL DIODE STRUCTURE 
Material 
GaAs 
AlGaAs 
GaAs 
GaAs 
AlGaAs 
GaAs 
GaAs 
Thickness (/xra) 
0.5 
0.065 
0.020 
0.020 
0.09 
0.2 
300 
Doping (cm—3) 
p-lel8 
p- 2el8 
p-5xl0 1 9 (C) 
n-3xl0 1 9 (Te) 
n-2el8 
n-2el8 
n-2el8 
where AV^eak is the peak voltage shift caused by the contact 
resistance Rc. 
Determination of the series resistance components RTB and 
Rc is crucial. The inner tunnel junction series resistance RTB 
will be transferred to the MJC or can be optimized by means of 
changes in the semiconductor structure. The contact resistance 
Rc can be reduced by improving the metalization process. 
IV. COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENTS 
The previous sections discussed the analysis of the effects of 
model and parameters on tunneling. It was shown that the dop-
ing profile and local TAT affect the peak current, the nonlocal 
TAT affects the valley region, and the series resistance due the 
specific contact resistance can alter the peak voltage. We now 
validate the model presented by comparison to experimental 
results. 
A. Manufacture of Tunnel Diodes 
We manufactured tunnel diodes, consisting of the tunnel 
junction, composed of two degenerately doped n + + and p + + 
GaAs layers, and two enclosing barrier layers, with the purpose 
of minimizing dopant diffusion. The cap layer and the substrate 
were also included in the simulation. The metal-organic vapor-
phase epitaxy-grown tunnel diode used has the structure shown 
in Table I. Photolithography was used to fabricate the devices. 
The front contact is based on AuZn/Au, and the back contact is 
based on AuGe/Ni/Au. The evaporated metal thickness is over 
1 fim to guarantee a homogeneous current distribution on the 
front contact. The J-V curves were measured using the four-
point technique to avoid the introduction of the series resistance 
from the measurement tips. 
B. Results 
A procedure was designed to fit the simulations to the 
experimental data. The aim of this method was to improve 
tunnel diode data fitting and to demonstrate the reliability of 
the models discussed here. 
1) Include the complete layer structure of the tunnel diode 
in the simulation. 
2) Include a realistic (or the real) doping profile. 
3) Detect the presence (or absence) of traps from the experi-
mental data, which can be done by focusing on the valley 
region of the tunnel diode characteristics. 
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Fig. 7. Simulated and measured J-V curves of the tunnel diode, including 
the series resistance Rc and different trap parameters. 
4) Simulate the structure activating the nonlocal tunneling 
effects and nonlocal TAT with the default settings. 
5) Enter a realistic trap concentration and effective mass, 
which allow matching of the peak current density Jp. 
6) Vary the contact resistance Rc to match Vp (Jp has been 
matched in the previous step). 
7) Readjust the trap level to match the valley region of the 
J-V curve, adjusting the trap levels for the material used 
in the active region of the tunnel junction. 
8) Readjust the trap concentration and effective mass to 
match the peak current density Jp. 
We next present the results obtained from step 5 of the 
protocol as the first four steps were discussed in previous 
sections. Fig. 7 shows the experimental data and simulation 
results. The dashed lines represent the simulation that includes 
the first trap parameters both with and without series resistance. 
The effective masses (set to m* = 0.159 and rrfh = 1.59) and 
the values used for the trap parameters are those of [20]. The 
results in [20] were obtained by simulating side-gating effects 
in GaAs MESFETs with one donor state and gave excellent 
values for the following parameters: 
ET = 0.715 eV and density of traps = 1.5 x 1014 cm"3 
(16) 
where ET is the separation between the trap level and the 
conduction band. We can see that the peak current density is 
perfectly matched with these trap parameters. It can also be 
seen that the addition of a series resistance allows a good match 
between the model and experimental data for voltages up to 
0.8 V. In this case, a contact resistance of Rc = 0.0135 Q -
cm2 has been added. However, the valley regions of the J-V 
curves strongly differ between the experimental data and the 
simulation results, probably due to the trap parameters. 
Although these parameters reproduce the tunnel diode char-
acteristic until Jp, they are not very accurate for voltages 
above Vp. For MJCs, these results are not sufficiently pre-
cise. Under normal operation conditions, the tunnel junction 
should act as a resistance, and this behavior is reproduced 
here. However, it is crucial to properly simulate the J-V 
curve to predict the performance of solar cells inside optical 
concentrators. 
According to (15), a contact resistance Rc = 0.0135 Q • cm2 
can be calculated and included in the simulation. Concerning 
the trap parameters, from the extensive study of trap levels in 
[21], a deep defect level corresponding to carbon-doped GaAs 
was found to produce a better fit with experimental data (when 
considering the same effective masses as before), i.e., 
ET = 0.3 eV and density of traps = 2.75 x 1014 cm"3. 
(17) 
Fig. 7 shows the results obtained by changing the trap parame-
ters. As can be seen, the addition of the contact resistance Rc 
allows a perfect fit of the peak voltage Vp. Fig. 7 also shows 
a difference produced by the change in the traps properties. 
These parameters affect not only the tunneling effect but also 
the response of the tunnel diode at low electric fields. Accu-
rate material parameters, reliable information about the doping 
concentrations, and the type of impurities present are important 
for the behavior. It should be noted that this fitting procedure 
is not only compatible mathematically but also technologically. 
Carbon is the dopant used in the p-side tunnel junction, creating 
a trap level inside the band gap of GaAs. This observation 
demonstrates the suitability of the model. Introduction of these 
trap parameters leads to a perfect fit between simulated and 
experimental data. 
Fig. 7 also highlights the small differences between sim-
ulation and experiment in the negative resistance region for 
voltages between 0.4 and 0.7 V. As shown in [17], this region 
of the tunnel diode J-V curve is difficult to measure, and the 
deviations probably result from measurement artifacts. 
The voltage drop caused by the tunnel junction in an MJC 
is the value of the voltage corresponding to the maximum 
current density that the solar cell can give once read onto 
the tunnel diode J-V characteristic. The predictive utility 
of the simulations is apparent from the tunnel diode, which 
shows a very high contact resistance Rc. A maximum short-
circuit current density Jsc of 13 mA/cm2 (a typical value for 
GalnP/GaAs dual-junction solar cells at 1000 suns) would 
result in an experimentally observed voltage drop of 0.24 V. 
This voltage drop is very high and would have negative effects 
on the operation conditions of the solar cell. However, the 
simulation results suggest that the largest voltage drop is caused 
by the contact resistance. Fig. 7 reveals that the experimental 
voltage drop caused by the tunnel diode is 0.04 V, which is 
a more reasonable value. Previous related works [10] have 
modeled tunnel diodes with very good results. These works 
show an excellent fit around the peak current density and in the 
thermal current region of the diode. However, the fit was not as 
good in the valley region of the J-V curve, in contrast to the 
model presented here. This model demonstrates an excellent fit 
throughout the whole voltage range. Finally, it should be noted 
that the model presented mainly depends on the band diagram 
and on the trap parameters. In theory, this model should be 
applicable to all types of semiconductor materials for which 
good parameters and trap information are available. 
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have reviewed the mechanisms involved in 
the tunneling effect. We have detailed the influence of the local 
and nonlocal TAT effects on the tunnel diode characteristics. We 
have described the effects of trap concentration and effective 
masses on the peak current density and the degree to which 
the trap level modifies the low electric field response of the 
diode characteristic (the valley region). We have developed a 
protocol for fitting the measured J-V curves and demonstrated 
the agreement between measurement and simulation. We have 
explained a method for extracting the voltage drop that the 
MJC will experience due to the tunnel diode by separating the 
tunnel diode resistance into two components and by allowing 
the components to be calculated from the tunnel diode itself 
and from the metalization process. Finally, this paper shows 
a reasonable fit between experiment and simulation data over 
the whole voltage range, which is particularly important for the 
case of MJCs. A nonuniform light distribution will cause the 
tunnel junctions inside solar cells to work at different regimes, 
necessitating a model that can perfectly reproduce the entire 
tunnel diode J-V curve. 
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